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Preventative Health Medical Equipment and Supplies 

 
 
1.  Attachment H - Fee Schedule is REVISED to add the following item under Item No. 1, Category, Hearing   
     Screening Equipment, Description, Hearing Screening Audiometers: 
 
     Bio Acoustic Simulator Benson BAS200, Sound Room IAC 400A, Audiometer Benson CCA200. 
 
2.  Attachment H - Fee Schedule is REVISED to add the following item under Item No. 2, Category, Hearing  
     Screening Equipment, Description, Micro Audiometrics Earscan® 3 Model ES3S Accessories or   
     Equivalent: 
 
     Bio Acoustic Simulator BAS200 & Audiometer Benson CCA200 Accessories or Equivalent: 
     Headsets 
     Headset Cables 
     Earphones 
     Headphone Cushion Covers 
     Other Parts and Accessories - % discount off 
 
The following questions were submitted: 
 

Question Answer 
1.   Can you bid on certain items only? 
 
 

Yes, vendors can bid on the items they carry. We are  
aware that not all vendors will carry all items. 

2.   Referencing the above solicitation, can you supply  
      a price for some items only? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Yes, you may supply a price for the items you carry. 
 

3.   What is the total quantity needed for category 14 -  
      medical-grade gloves? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The number we need varies depending on our events 
and usage.  
 

4.   Is there a minimum thickness for the gloves? 
 
 
 

No, there is not a required thickness for the gloves. 
 

5.   Do you have an estimated annual usage? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Annual usage will vary depending on the number of 
events and usage we have. 
 
 
 
 

6.   We manufacture size SM – X-large. If we were to  
      submit pricing on only those sizes, would it be  
      disqualifying, and if so, would the City of Phoenix  
      accept a different brand for size X-Small? 
 
 
 

You will not be disqualified if you do not have all the 
items we are looking for. 

7.   We would only be responsive to Item No. 14 so if  
      that alone would render our bid as “non- 
      responsive” please let me know. 
 

We are creating a Qualified Vendors List, which means 
that if you carry at least one of the items and are in 
compliance with the requirements of the solicitation, 
you will not be deemed nonresponsive.  
 

8.   Can you please provide the bid tabulation from the  
      previous bid indicating the award pricing per item  
      and winning vendor? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

One bid was received from the previous solicitation. 
This is not an RFQ or lowest bid award. We are 
creating a Qualified Vendors List of vendors that carry 
the requested items. The previous awardee is MSR 
West, Inc. Their price list is confidential. 
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9.   Are the supplies delivered to one or multiple  
      locations? If multiple locations, how many locations 
      are the supplies delivered to? 
 
 
 
 

Supplies will be delivered to 23 locations. 

10. Being that no quantities of the Medical-Grade  
      Nitrile Gloves are listed; can you provide us with  
      the estimated annual quantities that you will be  
      ordering? 
 

Annual usage will vary depending on the number of 
events and usage we have. 

11. Can you please provide the brand name of the  
      Medical Grade Nitrile Gloves that you are currently  
      using?  

The manufacturer is Ambitex. 

 
The balance of the specifications and instructions remain the same. Offeror must acknowledge receipt and 
acceptance of this addendum by signing and returning the entire addendum with their offer submittal. 
 
 
Name of Organization: _____________________________________________________________ 
 
Address: ________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Authorized Signature: ______________________________________________________________ 
 
Print Name and Title:  ______________________________________________________________ 
 


